Reporting Period: November 25 to December 21, 2016
Note: Missing dates normally mean that the wind contributed to boats not going out to fish.
I have a NEW email if you can send me any fishing news or pictures: lyncurt0@gmail.com
First some late reports from ROSIE/HILL BILLY YACHT:
10/22 HBY to Turner in 77 degree water for a lot of bonito and a few yellowtail.
10/23 HBY back to Turner for yellowtail, bonito, sierra, and brownies.
10/24 HBY at Dead Man for nice yellowtail.
10/29 ROSIE to Turner, 76 degrees, and limits of bonito.
11/01 ROSIE at Turner for limits of bonito.
11/07 ROSIE to Turner, 74 degree water and nice Yellowtail and bonito.
11/11 HBY to San Esteban , 71 degrees, for nice bonito on north side.
11/21 ROSIE at San Esteban, 64 degrees, windy, small yellowtail
11/26 OVERCAST caught a 30 pound white sea bass at Turner (I believe?).
11/28 OVERCAST caught a 20 pound yellowtail at Turner. DOUBLE TROUBLE and HILL BILLY
YACHT went to San Esteban for yellowtail at the NE reef and bottom fish, and nice yellowtail to 24
pounds and brownies near shore respectively.
12/02 DAKOTA fished the Turner area for 10 yellowtail to 28 pounds. SAND DOLLAR trolled and
jigged the same area for 7 yellowtail and caught a bunch of bottom fish also. ROSIE boat went to
San Esteban for limits of yellowtail and some nice “brownies”/sardinera.
12/07 HILL BILLY YACHT to Esteban for limits of yellowtail trolling.
12/09 PERRYDIZE trolled and jigged Turner and Dead Man for limits of yellowtail. NIGHTTINGS
fished the shore air Santa Rosa (Christmas Tree) for two flounder/halibut to 10.5 pounds.
12/11 SAND DOLLAR went to Turner and Deadman for limits of yellowtail on the troll and jigging, in
addition to nice bottom fish including a big “pinto” (bass).
12/13 SAND DOLLAR back to Dead Man and Turner for limits of yellowtail trolling and jigging, and
limits of nice goldies at Deep Reef. NIGHTTINGS and SMART MOVE to Christmas Tree for a total
of seven flounder. ROSIE boat to Esteban, slower bite in 61 degree water.
12/14 HILL BILLY YACHT to Pedro for nice bottom fish and sardinera/brownies, 51 degrees.
12/15 ROSIE to Dead Man and Turner trolling for yellowtail in 59 degree water. Brrrr...
12/16 NIGHTTINGS cast for three and a half hours for one nice flounder, small rockies, a offer fish
and one sculpin/scorpion fish.
12/17 forward, lots of wind, port closed.

